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Abstract
Infrared reflectivity, time-domain terahertz transmission, high-frequency
dielectric measurements and Raman spectroscopy of Na0.5Bi0.5TiO3 complex
ferroelectric perovskite were performed in a broad temperature range. The
results were analysed considering the macroscopic symmetry as well as
symmetry resulting from local Na–Bi ordering in all three known phases. An
overdamped infrared soft mode was revealed in the THz range which, together
with central-mode type dispersion in the GHz range,contribute to the strong and
broad dielectric permittivity maximum around 600 K. Anharmonic Bi and/or Na
vibrations and local hopping, respectively, are suggested to be the main origins
of these excitations. The broad phonon spectra and the frequency independent
dielectric losses at low temperatures are compatible with the existence of
nanoscopic polar regions and disorder to liquid He temperatures similar to
relaxor ferroelectrics.

1. Introduction

Sodium bismuth titanate Na0.5Bi0.5TiO3 (NBT) belongs to one of a few ferroelectric complex
perovskite-type compounds with two different ions at the A site of the ABO3 structure.
Although it has been known for quite a long time [1], it has recently attracted attention
as an environmentally friendly lead-free compound which exhibits attractive piezoelectric
properties [2, 3]. Moreover, it undergoes a very peculiar sequence of phase transitions (PTs) [4],
and shows unusual dielectric [3–9] and ferroelectric [2, 4, 6] properties. The temperature
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dependent dielectric response in pure NBT shows a broad anomaly with a somewhat smeared
maximum of the low-frequency relative permittivity near 593 K reaching values of about
3000 [3, 4, 6], with the low temperature (at 5 K) value of ∼125 (in ceramics [10]) or almost
200 (in crystals [11]). Dielectric relaxations below the MHz range were observed at higher
temperatures [5, 8], but were shown to be due to finite conductivity effects [7, 9]. No dielectric
studies above 1 MHz are known to the authors. Similarly, except for an early mid-infrared
(IR) study on powdered samples [12], to the authors’ knowledge no other IR data have been
published. On the other hand, several Raman studies have been published, both on single
crystals [13–18] as well as ceramics [19, 20]. Very important data for understanding the two
known high-temperature phase transitions and their dynamics (see below) has been obtained
by inelastic neutron scattering [4, 21].

2. Experiment

NBT ceramics were prepared via the conventional mixed oxide route,starting from high-quality
Na2CO3, Bi3O2 and TiO2 powders [8].

IR reflectivity spectra from a polished BNT ceramic pellet were obtained using a Fourier
transform spectrometer Bruker IFS 113v, in the frequency range of 30–3000 cm−1 (0.9–
90 THz) at room temperature, and only up to 650 cm−1 at low temperature (down to 10 K)
limited by the transparency region of the polyethylene windows used in the Optistat CF cryostat
(Oxford Instruments). High-temperature spectra up to 430 K were obtained using a custom-
made furnace. Pyroelectric deuterated triglycine sulfate detectors were used for the room- and
high-temperature measurements, while a sensitive cooled (1.5 K) Si bolometer was used for
the low-temperature experiment.

THz transmission measurements were performed using a femtosecond amplified laser
system with two [110] ZnTe plates used to generate (by non-linear optic rectification) and
detect (by electro-optic sampling) the THz pulses [22]. Our THz technique allows us to
determine the complex dielectric response ε∗(ω) in the range of 3–80 cm−1, the actual spectral
range depending on the transparency of the investigated sample. The ceramic platelet used in
this study was 100 µm thick which allowed us to determine the low-temperature spectra in the
3–30 cm−1 range.

IR reflectivity spectra were fitted, together with the ε∗(ω) THz spectra, using a generalized-
oscillator model with the factorized form of the complex dielectric function

ε∗(ω) = ε′(ω) − iε′′(ω) = ε∞
n∏

j=1

ω2
LO j − ω2 + iωγLO j

ω2
TO j − ω2 + iωγTO j

, (1)

where ε∗(ω) is related to reflectivity R(ω) by

R(ω) =
∣∣∣∣
√

ε∗(ω) − 1√
ε∗(ω) + 1

∣∣∣∣
2

. (2)

ωTO j and ωLO j are the transverse and longitudinal frequencies of the j th mode, respectively,
and γTO j and γLO j are the respective damping constants. The high-frequency permittivity ε∞
results from electronic absorption processes much above phonon frequencies (in the UV–vis
range).

High-frequency dielectric measurements in the frequency range of 1 MHz–1.8 GHz and
temperature range 100–570 K were performed with a HP 4291B impedance analyser and
Novocontrol BDS 2100 coaxial sample cell with a small cylindrical sample (∼5 mm long and
0.5 mm in diameter) at the end of the shortened coaxial line. The complex dielectric function
was calculated taking into account the electromagnetic field distribution in the sample [23].
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Raman spectroscopy was carried out on two multi-domain crystal samples in the
temperature range 10–820 K using a Spex-double monochromator model 1401. The
unpolarized spectra were fitted by a sum of the classical oscillator spectral function to determine
the parameters of the phonon modes.

3. Structure, phase transitions and symmetry considerations

NBT undergoes (at least) two structural PTs on cooling from the prototypic high-temperature
cubic phase. The most recent powder neutron diffraction data [24] do not show considerable
A-site ion ordering so that the distribution of Na and Bi ions can be taken to be random and
the averaged (macroscopic) symmetry is that of the simple cubic perovskite, Pm3̄m (O1

h)

with one formula unit per unit cell (Z = 1). On cooling from high temperatures, around
T1

∼= 820 K, a first-order antiferrodistortive PT to the tetragonal polar phase P4bm (C2
4v),

Z = 2, occurs [25]. Both phases coexist in some temperature interval (783–813 K). From the
viewpoint of Landau theory, such a PT can be realized by a combination of two three-component
order parameters [4, 21] transforming according to the M+

3 irreducible representation at
the Brillouin zone point k = (1/2, 1/2, 0)a∗ (and other two equivalent points under the
constraint that only one component—namely at that single k-point—is non-zero) [26–28]
and according to the polar F1u irreducible representation at the Brillouin-zone centre �-point
(under the constraint that only the c component is non-zero, permitting the Pc direction of the
spontaneous polarization). Freezing of the former parameter leads to a0a0c+ TiO6-octahedra
tilting (corresponding to Glazer’s notation [29] with in-phase tilt of all octahedra about the c
axis), freezing of the latter one to k = 0 c-direction shifts of all atoms. Unlike in the usual
tetragonal ferroelectric perovskites, these shifts show a prevailing antiferroelectric pattern in
Bi/Na and Ti cations with a weak polar (ferrielectric) component [24]. Comparing the structure
at 673 K with the cubic one, the c displacements of Bi/Na with respect to Ti are 0.18 Å and
with respect to O atoms 0.12–0.14 Å, whereas the a and b displacements of the corresponding
O atoms describing the octahedral tilts are ∼0.12 Å. Since the critical neutron scattering in
the cubic phase was observed mainly at the M point, and at lower temperatures at the R point
(connected with the second PT), the F1u-symmetry order parameter seems to be the secondary
one triggered by the condensation of the primary M+

3 parameter. The PT can therefore be
classified as triggered ferroelectric and improper ferroelastic [30, 31], but it can be also called
ferrielectric. This explains why no appreciable dielectric anomaly is observed near T1 and no
first-order IR (nor Raman) active soft mode could be expected in the cubic phase.

The second PT occurs around T2 ≈ 593 K. It is also of first order but diffuse and connected
with a broad coexistence of both phases (∼530–690 K [32, 24]). The low-temperature phase
is rhombohedral (space group R3c (C6

3v), Zprim = 2), which is not a subgroup of the tetragonal
phase, but it can be related to the cubic phase as its subgroup. Again, two order parameters are
needed to describe the distortion from the cubic phase. One is at the R point of the Brillouin
zone (k = (1/2, 1/2, 1/2)a∗, irreducible representation R+

4 with all three frozen components
equal). Freezing of this parameter describes equal anti-phase tilting of neighbouring octahedra
about all crystallographic axes a−a−a−. The second order parameter has again F1u symmetry at
the � point like the polarization, but all frozen components are non-zero and equal to each other,
which give rise to spontaneous polarization along the cube body diagonal (Pa = Pb = Pc). The
PT with respect to the cubic phase is again triggered ferroelectric and improper ferroelastic, but
Ps is much higher than in the tetragonal phase [2]. This is comparable to proper ferroelectrics,
because (unlike the tetragonal phase) all cations undergo in-phase polar shifts [24]. This
implies a strong coupling (from the symmetry only bi-quadratic [21] in the Landau-type
thermodynamic potential for the cubic phase) between the R+

4 and F1u order parameters
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and probably also strong (also bi-quadratic) coupling between the M+
3 and R+

4 and M+
3 and

F1u parameters. This is supported by neutron-scattering results [21] in which the critical
(unresolved) quasielastic scattering appeared near both the R and � points in the tetragonal
phase only, with extrapolated critical temperatures of ∼610 and ∼490 K, respectively. This
could be due to the freezing of the M+

3 order parameter which (through the coupling) triggers
the R- and �-point instability. The �-point instability is also revealed by the increase of the
permittivity down to ∼600 K with an extrapolated Curie–Weiss temperature of ∼490 K, which
agrees with the neutron data. Nevertheless, the correlation length of ferroelectric fluctuations
remains finite even below the permittivity maximum (∼7 nm) and only slightly increases (up
to ∼11 nm) on cooling down to room temperature [4]. This indicates that no proper long-
range ferroelectric order is reached. Additional neutron scattering studies [33] revealed an
incommensurate modulation along the tetragonal c axis which appears near 600 K and survives
down to low temperatures (at least 100 K). The modulation period is temperature independent
with the mean period of ∼5 nm in the purely rhombohedral phase below ∼400 K. It was
assigned to quasi-periodic anti-phase nanodomains. In addition to the A-site disorder, due to
the modulation the rhombohedral phase in NBT remains disordered down to low temperatures.

The factor-group analysis (see table 1) for the cubic Pm3̄m phase predicts 3F1u polar (IR
active, but Raman inactive) modes and 1F2u silent (IR and Raman inactive) modes, all triply
degenerate. In the tetragonal phase P4bm (disordered Na, Bi in Wyckoff position 2b, Ti and
OI in 2a, OII in 4c) the factor-group analysis yields 4A1(IR, R)+ 3A2(−)+ 1B1(R)+ 3B2(R)+
8E(IR, R) optic modes (IR and R mean activity in IR and Raman spectra, respectively). Hence,
12 modes are simultaneously active in IR and Raman spectra and four are only Raman active
modes. We note that this result differs from the factor-group analysis published in [20].
The triply degenerate F1u and F2u modes from the cubic phase should split into A1 + E and
B1 + E doublets, respectively. This represents three strong IR and simultaneously weak Raman
doublets generated from the F1u modes and one weak Raman doublet and one weak IR mode
generated from the silent F2u mode. The remaining 1A1 + 3B2 + 4E modes generated from the
M point should give rise to additional weak Raman modes, out of which the A1 and E modes
should be also weakly IR active.

In the rhombohedral phase R3c (disordered Na, Bi in Wyckoff position 2a, Ti in 2a and O
in 6b) the factor-group analysis yields 4A1(IR, R) + 5A2(−) + 9E(IR, R) optic modes, which
represents in total 13 simultaneously IR and Raman active modes. Again, this result is at
variance with that in [20]. The three strong cubic IR modes should again split into three strong
IR and simultaneously weak Raman doublets (generally with frequencies differing from those
in the tetragonal phase) and the silent mode will generate only a weak IR and Raman singlet.
The remaining 1A1 + 6E modes originated from the R point should give rise to additional IR
and simultaneously Raman weakly active modes (again generally differing from the modes of
the tetragonal phase).

In the case of the disordered cubic phase Pm3̄m, no first-order Raman spectrum is
expected. However, the high-temperature single-crystal Raman spectra [14, 15] show a low-
frequency (20–30 cm−1) first-order Raman line of F2g symmetry surviving on heating up to
∼1000 K. Therefore Siny et al [14, 15] suggested that some local A-site ordering is present
in the NBT crystal, at least below this temperature. This was also assumed by Park et al
[34] on the basis of x-ray studies, even though no direct measurements in the cubic phase were
presented in their paper. In the case of ordered regular alteration of Na and Bi ions, they suggest
the local symmetry with space group Fm3̄m (Z = 8, Zprim = 2). The factor group analysis
then yields the following optic modes: A2u(−) + Eu(−) + 5F1u(IR) + F2g(R) + 2F2u(−). So,
one F2g triply degenerate Raman mode is expected in the spectra, in agreement with the
above experiment. The factor group analysis shows that its eigenvector corresponds only to
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Table 1. Factor-group analysis of the lattice vibrations in the three phases of NBT assuming
A-site disorder as well as regular Na–Bi ordering.

Na1/2Bi1/2TiO3

(a) A-site disorder

T2 (K) T1 (K)
R3c (C6

3v) 530 P4bm (C2
4v) 773 Pm3̄m (O1

h)

Zprim = 2 Z = 2 −813 Z = 1

a−a−a− a0a0c+

Triggered Triggered
Ferroelectric Ferroelectric Parent
Improper Improper (prototype)
Ferroelastic Ferroelastic

2(Na, Bi)
2Ti

}
—2 · 2a 2(Na, Bi)—2b Na, Bi—1b F1u

2Ti
2OI

}
—2 · 2a Ti—1a F1u

6O—6b 4OII—4c O—3d 2F1u + F2u

4A1(IR + R) 4A1(IR + R) 3F1u (IR)
5A2(−) 3A2(−) 1F2u(−)

9E(IR+R) 1B1(R)

3B2(R) Soft phonon mode
8E(IR+R) at M-point

13(IR + R) 12(IR + R) + 4(R) 3(IR) + 0(R)

(b) A-site order

R3 (C4
3) P42nm (C4

4v) Fm3̄m (O5
h)

Zprim = 2 Z = 4 Zprim = 2
Proper ferroelectric Triggered ferroelectric Parent
Improper ferroelastic Improper ferroelastic

Na + Bi—2 · 3a
2Na
2Bi

}
2 · 2a

Na—4a F1u

Bi—4b F1u

Ti1 + Ti2—2 · 3a 4Ti + 4O1—2 · 4b 2Ti—8c F1u + F2g

3(OI + OII)—2 · 9b 4O5 + 4O6—2 · 4c 6O—24d A2u + Eu + 3F1u + 2F2u

9A(IR + R) 7A1(IR + R) A2u(−)

9E(IR + R) 4A2(−) Eu(−)

4B1(R) F2g(R)

8B2(R) 5F1u(IR)

17E(IR + R) 2F2u(−)

18(IR + R) 24(IR + R) + 12(R) 5(IR) + 1(R)

Ti displacements along the (111) direction, in opposite directions in adjacent TiO6 octahedra.
This is in accord with its low frequency.

One can ask what would be the structure of both low-temperature phases combining the
A-site ordering with the distortions discussed above. Our crystallographic considerations show
that for the tetragonal phase the resulting space group is P42nm (C4

4v), Z = 4 (Na and Bi in 2a
sites, Ti and O1 in 4b sites, O5 and O6 in 4c sites). The factor-group analysis of the optic modes
then yields: 7A1(IR, R) + 4A2(−) + 4B1(R) + 8B2(R) + 17E(IR, R). Because the doubling
of the primitive unit cell is present as in the disordered case, the transition from the cubic
phase is triggered ferroelectric and improper ferroelastic also in the local sense, since similar
two order parameters as in the disordered case are needed to describe the symmetry change
Fm3̄m → P42nm.
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However, in the case of the rhombohedral phase our considerations yield the space group
R3 (C4

3), Zprim = 2 (Na, Bi, Ti1, Ti2 in 3a sites, O1 and O2 in 9b sites). The factor-group
analysis for optic modes yields 9A(IR, R) + 9E(IR, R) and, unlike in the disordered case,
there is no doubling of the primitive unit cell with respect to the ordered cubic phase. Looking
for the order parameter for the (now equitranslational) Fm3̄m → R3 transition, it turns out
that one needs two parameters, namely one of F1u symmetry (with the constraint that all
its three components condense in the same way) and another one of A2u symmetry. The
one-dimensional A2u parameter originates from the R+

4 parameter of the half-sized Brillouin
zone corresponding to the disordered Pm3m phase, whereas the frozen F1u parameter has
the same meaning in the ordered as well as disordered structure—it merely describes the
shift of all atoms in the (111) direction. Comparing the room temperature structure with the
cubic-phase structure one obtains shifts along PS for Bi/Na ions about 0.17 Å and for Ti ions
0.09 Å (in the same direction) with respect to the O6–octahedra framework. Perpendicular to
PS, displacements (mainly in the x-axis direction of the hexagonal coordinate system) concern
only O atoms and amount to ∼0.23 Å. This means that freezing of both the order parameters
is comparable and it is difficult to decide merely from the structure at room temperature which
of the parameters is the primary one from the point of view of the Landau theory (see the
discussion about the order-parameter coupling above). Nevertheless, from the viewpoint of
local symmetry, the rhombohedral phase represents a proper ferroelectric phase with respect
to the cubic one, which allows us to understand better the pronounced dielectric anomaly
(Curie–Weiss law) and high PS.

Recently, from Raman studies [20] and diffuse x-ray scattering [35], it was suggested that
other possible nanoclusters could form, e.g. with NaTiO3 and BiTiO3 segregation. We do not
see convincing Raman arguments [20] for the appearance of such clusters, moreover they are
incompatible with the local requirements for electro-neutrality and therefore are not likely. Still
another possible nano-ordering was recently suggested in [35]. It concerns the displacement
of Bi ions (in our view Na ions as well) off the [111] axis in the (001) directions, which would
decrease the local symmetry to the monoclinic space group Cm. Similar displacements were
observed also in Pb-ion relaxors [36]. However, this symmetry breaking should be not only
local, but also temporal because, like in the case of Pb relaxors, the Bi(Na) ions are assumed to
perform fast hopping among these displaced sites, preserving the time averaged rhombohedral
structure. Nevertheless, in principle it may also influence the x-ray diffuse scattering and
Raman and IR selection rules, in addition to the possible appearance of a relaxational central
mode in the Raman and IR spectra due to strong anharmonic Bi(Na) vibrations (hopping). It
seems to be difficult to distinguish between the two types of local ordering (static Na–Bi or
Na–Na, Bi–Bi clusters from correlated dynamic Bi(Na) hopping), but Kreisel et al [35] claim
that the possible Na–Bi ordering is de-correlated from the observed nanopolar zones in NBT.
This is probably true also in classical relaxors (PMN, PLZT) since the local compositional
(chemical) order is frozen at common temperatures (below ∼1000 K), whereas polar clusters
develop only below the Burns temperature (typically ∼600 K) and grow on cooling [37]. In
the case of NBT we shall assume that the polar regions are actually basically due to the large
anharmonic Bi(Na) vibrations and are revealed in our dielectric spectra (see below).

4. Results and discussion

In figure 1 we present our IR reflectivity spectra at selected temperatures together with their fit,
performed simultaneously with the time domain THz data. The complex dielectric function
calculated from the fit parameters, together with the selected THz data, is shown in figure 2. It is
clearly seen that the most pronounced temperature changes appear in the low-frequency range
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IR data

fit

IR data

fit

IR data

fit

Na0.5Bi0.5TiO3

20 K

300 K

430 K

Figure 1. IR reflectivity spectra of NBT ceramics at selected temperatures. Solid curves show the
fit (see text).

above 100 K and concern the strong soft mode region. The fit shows that the soft mode (probably
its lower-frequency E-symmetry component) remains heavily damped or overdamped at all
temperatures (on increasing temperature from 10 to 430 K, the eigenfrequency drops from
55 to 45 cm−1, whereas the damping constant increases from 95 to 120 cm−1). In such a
case the eigenfrequency ωSM and damping γSM become strongly correlated and the fit is not
fully unambiguous. The most significant experimental quantity in such a case is the frequency
of the maximum of loss function ε′′(ω) which lies approximately at ωR = ω2

SM/γSM, which
in the limit of very high damping corresponds to the Debye relaxation frequency. The plot
of this frequency against temperature shows (within the limit of experimental accuracy) its
approximate linear softening with extrapolated softening temperature ∼600 K, corresponding
to the permittivity maximum. This is a strong indication that our IR soft mode is the origin
of the dielectric anomaly and the ferroelectric PT dynamics. A similar mode with a similar
extrapolated softening temperature was also observed in single-crystal Raman spectra below
room temperature [14, 17].

The three main IR modes (active also in the cubic phase) are presumably near 140, 233 and
520 cm−1 (the mode at 140 cm−1 overlaps with the A1 soft mode); the additional two modes
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Figure 2. Complex dielectric functions calculated from the fit in figure 1 at selected temperatures
together with THz data at extreme measured temperatures.

allowed by the local ordering are the ferroelectric soft mode and the mode at 827 cm−1. Their
splitting in the rhombohedral phase is not resolved, apparently due to their high damping.

The results of our HF dielectric measurements are presented in figures 3 and 4 as a
function of temperature and frequency, respectively. The permittivity monotonically increases
with temperature, but in agreement with low-frequency data [3, 7, 9] no temperature maximum
is reached up to 560 K. It is clearly seen that some dispersion sets in at high temperatures, but
its characteristic relaxation frequency is above our high-frequency limit. From comparison of
figures 2, 4 and the published low-frequency permittivity data [10] it follows that at the lowest
(liquid He) temperature the IR soft mode accounts for the whole value of low-frequency
permittivity, but on increasing temperature a growing continuous loss background appears in
the whole HF range and moreover an additional central-mode type dispersion emerges at the
HF end at high temperatures.

The constant loss spectrum below room temperature (so-called 1/ f noise) and the
corresponding weak logarithmic permittivity dispersion, were recently observed and analysed
in PLZT [38] and other relaxor ferroelectrics. It is connected with the highly anharmonic
dynamics in polar nanocluster boundary regions influenced by strong random fields, enabling
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Figure 3. Temperature dependences of the NBT permittivity and losses at different HF frequencies.

their large volume fluctuations (breathing) and it seems to be present in all disordered
ferroelectrics. The additional central-mode type microwave dispersion appears above room
temperature, unfortunately above our high-frequency limit (1.8 GHz). Assuming a Debye
relaxation model for this dispersion, our estimate based on the HF and THz data yields the
corresponding relaxation frequency at 430 K in the 5–10 GHz range and its dielectric strength
�εCM

∼= 500. At higher temperatures �εCM should increase up to 1000–2000 and its frequency
should somewhat decrease, still staying above 2 GHz.

Our single crystal Raman spectra at selected temperatures between 10 and 823 K are
presented in figure 5. The spectra are in general agreement with other published Raman
data [14, 15, 18]. The E-symmetry soft mode is seen in our as well as other Raman
spectra [14, 17], together with its split-off A1 (A) component (at ∼150 cm−1) [13]. As required
by symmetry, both these modes disappear in the cubic phase from both IR and Raman spectra.
Let us pay particular attention to the low-frequency part of the spectra at low temperatures
where a slightly resolved doublet is seen. We assign it to the E-symmetry soft mode coupled
with the F2g mode from the cubic phase. The F2g mode (consisting of anti-polar Ti vibrations),
which is activated in Raman spectra due to the local ordering, is seen at ∼25 cm−1 in the
cubic phase (up to 1000 K according to [15]) and on cooling it hardens to ∼44 cm−1 at 10 K.
At low temperatures it clearly couples with the soft mode (both have the same E symmetry)
and anti-crosses it in the 20–60 K range, as evidenced by the intensity transfer between the
modes. However, detailed behaviour of both the modes in a broader temperature range cannot
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Figure 4. Frequency dependences of the complex HF dielectric response at different temperatures.

(This figure is in colour only in the electronic version)

be unambiguously deduced from our data. We only see that the behaviour agrees with that
from IR spectra within the accuracy limit except for somewhat higher damping in the IR case.
This could be due to the polycrystallinity of our sample for IR measurements. The Raman
modes near 140 and 530 cm−1 are probably the main IR modes activated due to the breaking
of the inversion. Also the broad Raman feature near 800 cm−1 corresponds probably to the
weak IR mode.

In the Raman spectra the central mode also appears and dominates at high temperatures
peaking up near ∼650 K [18], slightly higher than the dielectric permittivity, or, according
to [16] at practically the same temperature. Its roughly estimated frequency lies in the 300 GHz
range [18]. The central-peak background was also observed in Brillouin scattering spectra [39],
and another much narrower component was suggested [18]. This is probably the analogue of
the dielectric central mode in the GHz range, whereas the broader Raman central mode at
higher temperatures corresponds to our overdamped IR soft mode.

Concerning the microscopic assignment of the soft and central mode, it is usual to assume
that both have the same eigenvector, corresponding in our case predominantly to Bi(Na)-ion
vibrations against the TiO6 octahedra. The soft mode concerns the quasi-harmonic vibrations
within a single potential well at each of the six assumed local Bi(Na) sites displaced in the (001)
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1

Figure 5. Unpolarized Raman spectra of the NBT crystal at selected temperatures.

directions from the mean rhombohedral site, whereas the central mode corresponds to hopping
of Bi(Na) ions among the local sites. Its unusually low frequency might be influenced by the
collective character of such a hopping, forming in this way the dynamic polar clusters. The
disappearance of the central mode below room temperature can be understood as correlated
freezing of the Bi(Na) displacements off the rhombohedral sites in one of the (001) directions.
Different polar clusters then correspond to different off-rhombohedral (001) displacements.
The estimate based on a model for diffuse x-ray scattering performed in [35] yields flat disc-
like clusters of 1 nm × 20 nm size. The diffuse neutron scattering yields their characteristic
size of 11 nm at room temperature and ∼7 nm at 550 K [4]. By analogy with PLZT [38] we
can then interpret the frequency independent losses at low temperatures to breathing (volume
fluctuations) of the frozen polar clusters.

The low-frequency permittivity maximum near 600 K, which corresponds to the region
of co-existence of the tetragonal and rhombohedral phases, is obviously connected with the
maximal strength of the central mode. To understand its microscopic picture in this temperature
range, we have to assume that both phases are intermixed in a nanoscopic way so that the central
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mode should correspond to hetero-phase fluctuations, as also suggested by Siny et al [18].
Unlike usual relaxors, where in the range of maximum permittivity the dielectric dispersion
has already set in at low frequencies providing in this way the characteristic relaxor behaviour,
in NBT the main dispersion appears only in the GHz range. Therefore in the standard dielectric
measurements up to 1 MHz no typical relaxor behaviour occurs and the relaxor behaviour (shift
of the permittivity versus temperature maxima with frequency) can be expected only in the HF
and microwave range.

Finally, we have to comment on the expected soft mode behaviour in the range of both PTs
and in the cubic phase, where our measurements are missing so far. It appears that, as in relaxor
ferroelectrics [40, 41], the soft mode does not account for the main part of the permittivity in
the range of the permittivity maximum. The dominant contribution comes from the additional
strong microwave dispersion due to the polar cluster re-orientation (at higher temperatures)
and breathing (at lower temperatures). A similar situation concerning the small contribution of
the soft mode to the dielectric anomaly appears in NBT. The extrapolated soft mode softening
near 600 K cannot be expected to occur completely, taking into account the coupling with
the central mode which takes over the softening near the permittivity maximum [42]. So
its softening should cease in this temperature range, and at sufficiently high temperatures (in
the cubic phase) one can expect merging of the central mode into the soft mode response,
as happens in the case of usual relaxors above the Burns temperature [41]. One should take
into account that the soft mode in the cubic phase is IR active only due to the local symmetry
breaking (ordering) so that it should appear anyway as an overdamped and probably not very
strong feature. High temperature THz measurements are needed to characterize this behaviour
more quantitatively.

5. Conclusions

The phase transition sequence in NBT was analysed and classified according to the macroscopic
and local symmetry, assuming local Na–Bi ordering. The corresponding factor-group analysis
of all phases was performed. The IR soft mode behaviour in NBT was analysed and the broad
dielectric anomaly around 600 K was decomposed into the overdamped soft mode and central
mode contribution in the THz and 2–10 GHz range, respectively. The soft mode dominates in
the dielectric response at low temperatures up to room temperature, whereas above ∼400 K the
central-mode contribution prevails. It was suggested that both the excitations concern mainly
the highly anharmonic Bi and/or Na vibrations and hopping among the off rhombohedral sites.
The dynamics of the PTs in NBT belongs therefore to the crossover between the displacive and
order–disorder behaviour. Unfortunately, direct microwave data in the main GHz relaxation
region are still missing. At low temperatures, the nearly frequency independent loss spectrum
was observed similarly to relaxor ferroelectrics. The spectroscopic data support the local Na–Bi
ordering even in the high-temperature cubic phase, but the broad phonon spectra (together with
the frequency-independent losses) speak for a strong lattice disorder down to low temperatures,
in agreement with structural studies.
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